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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eighty-Third Day: Friday, March 23, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 841*-246-163-128—29%W, 64%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #5 Bantu (10th race)—9-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #2 Twenty and Four (7th race)—5-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)SILVER WINGS REVEN: Has speed, never worse than second on grass  
(#7)KID KANTHAROS: Dead game in turf debut; speed of speed steps up 
(#6)BIG POSSIBLE: Breaks running but others are quicker; first off claim 
(#2)GORBACHOV: 4-year-old hooks a nondescript crew on debut for $50K 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-6-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#2)NEW CHAMPION: Speed of the speed cuts back an eighth; wire job play  
(#1)I IDOLIZE YOU: He drops like a bad habit for a high-percentage outfit 
(#5)K K’S REVOLVER: Fits on this class level; more effective at a 6F trip 
(#4)LITHIUM Z: Better on grass; 2-pronged drop is the biggest attraction 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-5-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)PADEN: Carved out legit pace in last and got late; speed-and fade play  
(#5)IZZY THE WARRIOR: Woke up on the drop; placed in six-of-nine starts 
(#1)HANGRY: Closer needs early pace help; wheeled back off 15 days rest 
(#4)SAMBROOK EDGE: Closer turns back to a one-turn trip; gets in light 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-1-4 
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RACE FOUR 
(#4)RUCKSACK: Woke up on the drop with blinkers; controls the pace here  
(#1)WINTER UNION: Faces lackluster field off year plus layoff; start away? 
(#2)TENDOWNINGSTREET: $260K colt bred to handle dirt; tighter today 
(#5)DAPPER SAM: Decent late kick on turf at Tampa; back to the dirt here 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-2-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)TO THE HILT: Placed in 2-of-3 starts on dirt; Gaffalione doles out splits  
(#2)DINO THREE O NINE: Like the cutback to 6F trip; stalks the top choice 
(#3)DIGITS: Pair of sharp blowouts since the debut; bay has tons of upside 
(#6)GILDED DRAMA: Barn capable w/ 1st-timers; sitting on good gate work 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-3-6 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#8)LONG BLADE: Continues his class descent today; route-to-sprint play 
(#5)KNUCKLEHEAD: Improved on turf; needed last off a 4-month layoff?  
(#6)SUB FACTUM: Double-dip class drop is on the money; tries turf today 
(#7)ACCOLADE: Well-beaten for a $20,000 tag two-back; been gelded since 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-5-6-7 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#2)TWENTY AND FOUR: Exits conditioned ranks, drops in price; turf O.K. 
(#8)FAN BASE: 18X winner; form has tailed off, drops off last four races 
(#4)MODERN TALE: Closer won when last seen on this level; needs pace 
(#7)R CAT DADDY: First-or-second in 3-of-5 at GP; returns fresh for Ziadie 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-4-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)PERU(GB): He’s at his best on grass from 7F to one mile; third off shelf  
(#6)VENDITA: Ambitiously spotted in 2 of last 3; won 6 races on GP grass 
(#3)GOLD LACE: Big try on the rise off claim; the time off served her well 
(#2)LADRONA: Broke her maiden for a $35,000 price tag; hooks winners 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-3-2 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)INSPIRED VOW: Controls the pace from wide draw; dead game in last  
(#1)ONE MOMENT IN TIME: Improving filly cost $280K; second off a layoff 
(#6)SWEET STRIKE: 3rd behind eventual stakes winner at DEL; improves 
(#5)ASTICOU TRAIL: Has never run poorly on the turf at GP; tighter today 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-6-5 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#5)BANTU: Like the hood “off” move; never missed exacta on “firm” turf  
(#2)ALIEN INVASION: Can get keen, better when he settles; 20-1 on M.L. 
(#3)EARTH: Best efforts on turf have been in sprints; in for a tag for TAP 
(#6)MUSICAL HEART: Sports sharp turf form on the rise; responds to Saez 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-3-6 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


